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Introduction

WY&H Partnership anti-racism movement

Thank you to all who took part in our focus
groups. We conducted six focus groups
over three days, attended by 51 people. 14+
different organisations were represented,
with colleagues from across our regions.
Our aim was to allow collaboration
through the sharing of ideas, insights and
perceptions of the anti-racism movement
and subsequent campaign.
It was important to us to have a variety of stakeholder voices, and therefore we
arranged the focus groups for different times of the day, to accommodate
working patterns.
The focus groups were qualitative 60-minute interviews conducted over Zoom
to allow confidentiality. In any of the six sessions, the maximum number of
participants was 15. The minimum number was four.
Sessions were recorded for Intent Health purposes, to draw out direct
quotations.
Participants were asked a series of questions about their experiences of racism,
in their particular context. Participants were then given the opportunity to
share their experiences, with further follow up made available through an
anonymous Google form. Intent Health colleague email addresses were shared
at the end of each session for any further questions or feedback. Three people
utilised feedback via email. Two people utilised feedback via the Google form*.
All responses have been anonymised to fulfil ethical standards of our
professional associative body, the Public Relations and Communication
Association.
*We have made this form available to colleagues who did not have a chance to
attend focus groups and we will periodically review responses to enhance our
data.
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Lived experiences

We appreciated hearing insights
about the nuances of the region and
its different communities, and
colleagues' experiences with racism.
"It feels like there is slightly
more of this notion of 'casual
racism' which is actually more
indirect than in London, and it
manifests within business in
particular. There is an age
issue as well. Young people
seem more enlightened."
"It feels like you can't
contribute, like you don't
have a voice. It feels horrible."
"It feels like you have to play
different roles. It feels like you

"
Nothing about me
without me.

don't belong."
"[It's] Not a level playing field don't have equal
opportunities; promotions
and secondment are not
equitable. When you layer on
intersectionality, it becomes
very clear that to treat people
equally, you have to treat
people differently."
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“Racism started before I was
even born. It’s been always
there, having to work twice as
hard, always working harder
"It [Racism] doesn’t feel good.

to be seen, to feel visible; not

It feels like you don’t belong. It

as valued as your white

feels like you can’t contribute

colleagues and that just

fully because you don’t feel

became a standard.”

safe to be able to say what
you really want to say.
Sometimes you feel like you
have to play different roles to
your actual character. It feels
horrible."
“I’m getting way more stares,
people looking at you just
because of your skin colour.
I’m being faced with racism
from kids who are 5-6 years
old. Of all racism I’ve
encountered, that’s probably
the most shocking, that’s the
“Often more than not, racism is all the

racism coming from kids.”

covert, structural racism, the actions,
the behaviours that happen at a very
granular level.[…] People will get
bullied or harassed or people won’t
get career progression or the training
development or decision making
process without them, to help meet
local needs.”
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“People base their decisions
or their actions in a negative
“I don’t see any managers
that I would identify with, that
lack of role models. Where are
my BAME colleagues? They

way by someone’s skin colour,
origins, or place of birth and
that’s racism for me in my
context.”

are not the ones making
decisions that impact
frontline workers. That white
privilege, that lack of diversity,
that lack of exposure, that
lack of understanding. There’s
a long way to go!”
“Stereotypes, assumptions
that are made about me as a
Black man, professionally or
socially. Simple things like
when I go on a bus, being the
last person to be sat next to,
or when the cashier puts the
change into people’s hands
“It’s like a burden you carry where you

but when it comes to you, she

feel like you have to represent not

puts it in the counter.”

just yourself but the whole
community and what impacts my
behaviours, my contribution in any
setting is people’s perceptions not
just of me, but of the community I
belong to, which makes you always
nervous.”
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Nobody seems to want to do anything
to respond to that [racism]. It
sometimes feels like: Why am I having
to deal with this? Why don't other
people pick it up and do something
about it? There’s no response. It feels
like a battle sometimes.
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Analysis of data
Responses from the six hours of focus groups were
recorded and collated in a spreadsheet, before
thematic analysis was carried out. Thematic analysis is
a good way of analysing qualitative data and examines
and identifies common themes – topics, ideas and
patterns of meaning that come up repeatedly. Note it
is not an exhaustive list of every idea/description but
rather a funnelling of ideas.

Step 1
Data is collated in its raw form

Step 2
The data is organised and coded
into themes based on any
recurring topics and ideas

Step 3
These themes are organised into
maps to distill the topics into
larger patterns
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Thematic Analysis

There were a
total of 24 initial
themes.

24

Our first analysis across the six focus groups synthesised 24 themes, giving us
an indication of the feelings of colleagues from The Partnership about racism
and an external facing anti-racism campaign.
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Thematic Analysis - Final thematic map
The 24 initial themes were then grouped into
three maps: systems of oppression; adopted
behaviours and appearance/perception.
lack of
representation

diminished
access to services

unlevel playing
field

covert

systems of
oppression
lack of
progression
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visibility

skewed
disciplinary
figures

Systems of oppression
Theme one is comprised of factors affecting racism that are
systemic or more covert. These factors manifest in the systems such
as education, health and public services and affect progression and
opportunities, resulting in a lack of representation, particularly at
senior level. Some participants described a glass ceiling, that despite
qualifications such as master's degrees and PhDs, stopped any
further progression. Participants pointed to data which
acknowledged gaps in access to services, particularly mental health
provision. Government policies around immigration were
acknowledged to disproportionately affect people of colour.
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Thematic Analysis
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Adopted behaviours
Theme two took into account the behaviours or survival
mechanisms that people of colour must adopt to minimise
suffering, mistreatment or discrimination. This theme encompassed
the hyper vigilance, exhaustion and paranoia people of colour suffer,
constantly feeling the strain of racism and having to pre-empt and
prepare for any instances of it. Within this theme, participants spoke
of not being able to be themselves - having to play a role - and how
they were conditioned to simply put up with and accept their
treatment. Some participants referenced hierarchies of ethnic
groups, based on patterns of migration, historical context and
colourism.
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Thematic Analysis
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Appearance/Perception
Theme three considered some of the factors in how racism appears
overtly, and how outwardly, people of colour are perceived. This
appearance or perception that comes with racism, manifests in a
range of ways, from tokenism - using people of colour in particular
roles for optics - to the isolation many people of colour feel.
Participants spoke of the awkwardness they had encountered and
in particular, an avoidance, with people in higher hierarchical roles
becoming defensive over their refusal to acknowledge the
experiences of people of colour and instead relying on their own
knowledge and understanding of communities.
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Message Testing

See the signs.

Racism

During initial kick off meetings, the word diagnose was vetoed. We asked
participants for a more effective phrase.
Root out was the favourite phrase across focus groups, with participants liking the
imagery associated with having to proactively seek out to eradicate racism. Many
participants thought this term acknowledged both the covert and overt nature of
racism. Some groups suggested adding another verb phrase to also connote the action
once racism is identified, with dismantle being a favourite. Use of an icon was
suggested to visually complement the slogan.
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of the groups spoke
of the need for
simplicity

Cancel One of the groups suggested cancel has negative connotations linked
to the practice of cancel culture.
Obliterate It was felt that this word would be too inaccessible for stakeholders.
Stamp out Some of the verb phrases with more violent connotations were
discarded.
End This was seen as a really simple way to communicate our message.

All of the groups thought verb
phrases should be accessible
but impactful

100%
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Other findings

The majority of
participants
struggled to define
or exemplify the
concept of 'antiracism', and cited
the negative
connotations of the
modifier 'anti'.

The visual concept
of mirrors was
thought to
inadequately
portray the
campaign
messaging and
intention.

Participants liked the
montage of faces to
represent the
Partnership's diverse
stakeholder group.

Some participants
referenced legacies,
historical studies and
resources and asked
how we build on
them.
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Next Steps

Where do we go from here? Now that we have
a chance to reflect on the brief and the focus
group insights, these are our next steps:

Meet with designer

01

We will share these insights with our designer
to start to marry the themes and ideas with
our visual and concept.

Share creative

02

We will share these design ideas and
elements of mood boards with The
Partnership, asking a curated group from
focus groups to feedback on creative.

Finalise the messaging

03

We will liaise with Karen and the comms
team to agree on the final messaging that
will have most impact on our stakeholders.

Maximise messaging

04

We will source locations that will have the
most impact on our segmented stakeholders.
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